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Introduction

The process of economic reform in Russia, in relation to the operation of enterprises, has gone

through a number of stages. In 19871egal changes allowed enterprises to operate free from state

controls and with the ability to establish their own links with suppliers and customers.

However, it is indicative of the traditional patterns of enterprise management that they did not

immediately seize these opportunities. An important stimulus to managerial autonomy in relation

to the internal structures of enterprises came with the law on co-operatives of 1989, which gave

management autonomy to create co-operatives within their own organisations. These operated

outside ministerial controls on wages and the tax regime for enterprises. 7fie first permissive

regulation relating to the ownership of enterprises at the end of the 1980s was concerned with

the leasing (arenda) of enterprises from the ministries; this gave enterprises freedom to reform

their internal structures.'

The main changes in normative regulations affecting enterprises only occurred in 1992 under

the Yeltsin government. These took two main forms: macro economic price and wage

liberalisation and ownership change. The initial programme of privatisation was published in

June 1992 and was confined to the service and construction sectors, but three weeks later it was

decreed that enterprises in most industries were to be transformed into joint stock companies.

There was then a rapid succession of decrees on ownership change which created confusion for

enterprise managers.
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This chapter discusses some of these processes of reform and their implications for labour

relations, by reference to data collected from enterprises in the Novosibirsk region of Russia.

Although these enterprises have a number of specific features - as discussed below - changes

within them are indicative of broader processes, not only within the Novosibirsk region, but in

the country as a whole.

The Case Study Enterprises

The main content of this chapter is the analysis of contemporary labour relations in industrial

enterprises in the process of transition from the command to the market economy. The results

of our Z research showed that the most important influences on the labour relations system were

rendered by:

1. privatisation of the State and municipal property;

2. changes in the general economic situation in the country and in enterprises' economic-

production strategy;

3. restructuring and development of economic relations inside enterprises;

4. a high inflation rate and a fall in employees' real income.

This report is based mainly on data that was collected by in depth investigation of four large

enterprises situated in the regional capitals of Novosibirsk and Krasnoyarsk (table 1). There

were three research stages at each enterprise in 1992193 and at every stage we analyzed

enterprise statistics and documents and carried out detailed interviews (1-2 hours each) with 20-

40 representatives of the different groups of employees, administration, Trade Union and the

other voluntary organisations. We also carried out further research at three other enterprises,

and we also refer to data from these in this discussion. Publications and materials of two

regional Trade Union associations were also used.
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TABLE 1 CASE STUDY ENTERPRISES

Enterprise Branch of Industry Product Number of
employees
beginning 1993

Number of
employees
end of 1993

FIRST SAMPLE

A Engineering Lazge electric
machines

3200 2600

B Light industry Leather
haberdash-ery

800 780

C Metallurgy Metal rolling 8500 6200

D Engineering Machine tools 850 1000

SECOND SAMPLE

E Metallurgy Aluminium
ingot

116000 13000

F Air Transport Transport 2500 2000

G Engineering Foundry
equipment

2300 1600

Before considering labour relations at enterprise level it is necessary to situate changes in their

wider political and economic context, it is to this we turn first.

Privatisation - National Strategy

The state privatisation programme of June llth 1992 proclaimed among its main aims the

following tasks: to form a stratum of private property owners who will support the development

of a socially oriented mazket economy; to increase enterprises' efficiency and to provide for the

social protection of the population. The main areas of privatisation were to be the enterprises

in the electricity, food, construction and building materials industries and in those sectors

providing technical support for agriculture, transport, trade, public catering and social services.

However, three weeks later (on 1.07.92), the President's decree3 was issued on accelerating

the transformation of enterprises in the majority of industries into joint stock companies of the

open type. The decree specified the transformation procedure inciuding standard articles for the
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joint stock company'. This Decree caused many enterprises to start privatisation programmes

although they had no prepared plans for it. Thus, case study enterprise A which had been a

leased enterprise since 1.08.90, gradually increased its own capital and bought parts of the

leased assets, aiming to buy it out completely by 1995-96. In the middle of 1992, the enterprise

had a severe shortage of working capital (because of "price liberalisation") and had no funds

available for buying the remaining assets. Being afraid that the State might deteriorate the

conditions of privatisation and deprive the enterprises of the advantages proclaimed in the

legislation, the administration of this company, with the support of the labour collective,5 took

the decision to buy out all the remaining assets in 2-3 months. The major stimulus for this

decision (and not only for Enterprise A but also for the majority of the others) was the Russian

Government's decision before 1.10.92, to make the valuation of main assets according to the

accountancy data of the position on 1.07.92 6. The revaluation was conducted with the help of

the increase of the balance cost of equipment, buildings and facilities, bought or built by the

enterprises before 1991 by 4.5-46.0 times (depending on the types of main assets) and in 1991 -

by 3-20 times. The assets of the enterprises being privatised in 1992 had to be bought from the

State without taking into account this revaluation and from 01.01.93 the initial capital belonging

to the new Shareholding Company increased automatically many times. If the workforce

postponed privatisation of their enterprise after 01.01.93 it would be necessary to buy at many

times greater cost the State or municipal property.

As is clear from this discussion the progress of economic reforms has not served to improve

the legitimacy of the government's actions. There is a continuing feeling, persisting from the

reforms of the late 1980s, that economic changes are compounding rather than overcoming the

problems of Russian industry.

Privatisation at Enterprise Level

The effects of the changes in Government policy described above obviously influences

behaviour within enterprises. Thus, enterprise A bought the assets leased from the State (at the

expense of its own profit and with vouchers collected from employees and bought at the stock

exchanges) and became a joint stock company of an open type from 2.2.93.
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It is necessary to note that government organisations themselves appeared unready for large

scale and rapid privatisation, there was no institutional infrastructure for privatisation or any

campaign of mass education. The `rules of the game' were constantly changed: in less than a

year (especially from December 1991 to July 1992) more than 10 legislative documents on

privatisation were issued. Each of them had significant changes in basic policy. As a result, the

administration at company C, for example, began the process of privatisation on their own

initiative in the autumn of 1991, but finished it only in April 1993. In this period economic staff

had to change the plans and to revise the project documents. The directorate had to go to the

shop-floor three or four times and persuade the employees again in order to secure their

approval to continue acting under new conditions. It is not surprising that under such conditions

the process of privatisation was restricted and that only 6~0 of Russian industry was privatised

by 1 January 1993.

The situation at enterprises B and D had already passed through the usual stage of

transformation from that of state enterprise into leasehold (B in January 1990; D in January

1991) and then into the joint stock company form. It is interesting that B, where women make

up more than 9010 of the shop floor and the greater part of the administration, initially chose

the variant of collective property (Joint Stock Company of the closed type), while the mainly

male enterprise D became an open stock company from the very beginning.

In considering the influence of the privatisation process on enterprise labour relations, it is

necessary to note that:

1) With such a high privatisation tempo, with frequent changes in principles and

procedures, the overwhelming majority of enterprises' employees did not understand

anything at all about privatisation and treated it as a deception, as an employee

commented:

`... Privatisation is robbery and an undertaking which makes people into slaves.

Only the top gets something from it. But the top used not to work in the past,

as they operate today. As for us, we feel that we are slaves. If we object to the

present situation, we'll be fired.'

2) As well as the general economic deterioration, the completely Bolshevik approach to

implementing privatisation as a one-0ff campaign, led to growing mistrust towards any
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official structures, their decisions and actions. Since the enterprise administration was,

and remains, the representative of power as faz as the mass of employees is concerned,

this dissatisfaction and mistrust in the majority of the case study enterprises was

channelled against the top administration and against the initiative of its representatives.

The antagonism between shop floor workers and the administration increased for this

reason.

3) Privatisation slowed down technical progress at the majority of enterprises. No

improvement is to be seen in working conditions, which are becoming worse because

the enterprises have no money to improve them.

4) Transformation into joint stock companies has not changed anything in terms of the

relation of individual employees to property. It is not accidental that the General

Director of D(which was a joint stock company for almost two yeazs) complained at

the conference that no ordinazy employee had shown himself as a real co-owner of the

enterprise. The situation at enterprise A is the same: the overwhelming majority of the

employees do not consider themselves as the owners of the enterprise.

All that the majority of employees receive as the result of privatisation aze the chance

of dividends and the possibility of selling their shazes at a profit. Hopes that so faz

prove to be unrealistic. Even at the most profitable of the case study enterprises, the

1993 dividends would be less than an average monthly salary. Dividends at company

D for 1992 were only 48~ of monthly salazy, at B, 900 rubles for an average

employee's share holding (about 79'0 of average monthly salazy in Januazy 1993). After

agitation provoked by voucher and money auctions for the sale of shazes of enterprises

being privatised, the exchange of shares by investment organisations in Novosibirsk and

Krasnoyarsk almost stopped. In the majority of enterprises people have a possibility to

sell their shazes only to the enterprise through investment-trust companies that were

especially established there. Since the top administration are usually the founders and

the main owners of such companies, this mechanism serves exclusively to redistribute

shares to the advantage of the top managers.

5) Enterprise directors have gained the most from privatisation: they have received real
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economic free~íom and the legal basis for strengthening their power base, once they

have passed the re-election procedure at the first general meeting of shareholders,

(which was very difficult for some of them).

6) Campaigns to force the workers to invest profits have been started at some enterprises.

Of course it is very difficult to secure their agreement in investing the profit and

capitalising their dividends under present conditions when the majority of employees

have a lack of money for ordinary life. Hence the strategy of the administration to

exclude the employee shazeholders from participation in management. As a result,

although the workers have the overwhelming majority of the shares, after primary

privatisation their representatives are absent from the elected bodies of the new

companies.

The Economic Context and Enterprise Business Strategy

In the period of our research the general economic situation in Russia was worsening.

According to official data, the level of industrial output at constant prices using January 1990

as the base, was 95.479'o in 1991; 81.18~a in 1992; 65.54~ in 1993 and only 63.05~ in May

1993 '. In the summer and autumn of 1993 this depression continued with approximately the

same rate in raw fuel and manufacturing industries.

At enterprise level, however, the official statistical data obscures the real situation in industry.

These figures aze based on the total income of an enterprise including in particular profit from

barters (especially export-import), trade, mediation, and financial operations which have

increased greatly in recent years. The volume of production has decreased much more than the

total income in the majority of enterprises.

For example, at Company C the level of production (in tons of inetal) from December 1992 to

June 1993 was 32-359b of average monthly output in 1991 and at the end of 1993 it had

decreased by at least 1.5. Production at Enterprise G has fallen in comparison with 19901evels

approximately 10 times. At Company F, in the first six months of 1993, the number of

passengers and tonnage of load decreased by half and the number of flights by one third.
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In all the manufacturing case study enterprises 1992 and 1993 were crisis years: debts between

enterprises were increasing, production was declining (especially during the second half of

1992), and they traded solely on the basis of advance payments. For these reasons the

enterprises were forced to make a number of similar fundamental changes. The first was the

search for new customers, the gradual change of production profile, and the increase in the

output of products for which there were solvent customers. This is most clearly shown at

factory B, which produces only consumer goods, and where rapid changes in the leather

haberdashery products gave the factory stable sales on the internal market, in spite of high

prices. The second common point is diversification of production at enterprises A, C and

especially D, where not only the output of the traditional production was increased many times,

but also some new products were created. The third was to develop new forms of trading

operation (at enterprises A, B, and partially D), often on the basis of barter relations. A further

common feature was to seek out opportunities in foreign markets. Here the most notable success

was achieved by enterprises A and C. However, the prospects for growth in these markets

declined from the summer of 1993. This is shown by the example of enterprise E, which

exported more than 959b of production and was the most prosperous enterprise studied. From

July, the financial position of this enterprise dropped very seriously when the cost of energy

increased by 35~0. In an interview, the Director of Economics stated:

`... World price of aluminium is stabilized, and the sum of currency that we are

receiving every month is also stabilized. But the Ruble equivalent does not increase

from the summer of 1993 because the State Bank of Russia artificialiy suppresses the

dollar exchange ratea. At the same time, all the prices and the costs of our production

are constantly increasing on average at 20qo in a month9.

The plant has to have 50 billion Rubles (at September prices) to work, to

continue reconstruction and to maintain the social sphere. But we had in August

and September a maximum of 28-29 billion.'

The investment situation in most Russian industrial enterprises is in crisis. They have less

money to invest in development, re-equipment and new construction than before perestroika.

From the enterprises studied the worst situations are at enterprises C and G, these formerly

successful enterprises had no money for investment from the middle of 1992 and attempts to
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find working capital became the main task of their administration, with the necessity to

compensate such a fast and large growth of prices and a fall in the purchasing power of salaries

and wages. Plant E, which has increased its investments constantly for the last two and a half

years, was forced to freeze the best part of work on reconstruction of the main production area

at the end of 1993 to look for additional money outside to finish the assembling and to start

three new autonomous enterprises to produce construction materials.

Enterprise D, despite a financial situation which is not better than that at C, still invests in

development, in 1992 a quarter of the profit was invested, and in 1993 the figure was slightly

less. At company B extensive new building construction continues along with increasing

investment. This enterprise (the only one among the case study companies) carried out the

second issue of shares in June 1993 with the aim of getting funds for their programme of

development.

The next common feature is that at all the enterprises the strategy continues to be formulated

by the top administration. At company B it is exclusively the matter of the General Manager.

Nevertheless, even at B, the top collective executive bodies (like the Board of Directors or the

Executive Board) have started to play a growing role in developing, and especially adopting,

the enterprise strategy. Representatives of the middle-management are important here. At

enterprises A and D, where operating divisions have already achieved a high level of

independence, the role of some divisional managers in outlining production policy is comparable

to that of the top administration. Our judgement is that this tendency will not only be preserved

in future, but will increase.

It is essential to note that during the period 1991-93 the very rich experience of managing the

organisation, labour and production accumulated over many years in soviet enterprises began

to disintegrate. In conditions where the economic position of the enterprise depends not on the

effectiveness of its production but on chaotic solutions of the government and the vagaries of

unstable prices, the traditional strategy of hoarding labour andlor materials becomes senseless

or even harmful. These conditions of economic crisis have weakened the traditional mechanisms

of the labour process, however, the issue of how control of the production will be reconstructed

remains an open question.
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Restructuring and the Position and Role of Middle Management

The difficulties of the cutrent economic situation and the strategy of diversification to win new

market segments, adopted by the majority of the case study enterprises, press top management

towazds decentralisation and to give their subdivisions greater economic autonomy. The senior

managers of enterprises D and A understand this very well and defined the goal to transform

their single enterprises into holding companies. This has already happened at D which is now

a complex of firms with different degrees of independence, regulated by contracts with the Joint

Stock Enterprises and amongst themselves. At A this process is going more slowly, as divisional

managers `ripen' and prepaze themselves to manage "independent" businesses. The auxiliary

and service divisions not connected with the manufacture of core products, normally receive

independence first. At company C the situation is difficult because the senior administration

wants to preserve the enterprise as a unit. However, the pressure of economic conditions and

the growing demand of the departmental chiefs have forced top management to give some of

the departments the status of plants. Most division managers at C and A are seeking to increase

their independence quite openly. At D the situation is more complicated: the managers of firms

which have not so far received legal independence do not seek it and the managers of

independent firms do not show any enthusiasm for it. This can be explained by the fact that

control in shares are held by the joint stock company D and this severely restricts the firm's

independence. The General Manager still uses administrative management methods. For

example, he can fire a manager of an`independent' firm whenever he wishes without consulting

anybody. Independence is stimulated somewhat by 40-60~0 of profit received from the outside

orders which aze controlled by the firm., but this incentive is substantially reduced by the

contribution to overheads exacted by the holding company.

The situation at enterprise B is very different. The financial relations with its subdivisions are

undeveloped and the administration is against any degree of divisional independence. While

there aze no departmental managers who seek independence, those managers who expressed

interest in the idea to the administration have already been `made to leave'.

The present rate of inflation and market instability constrain the development of internal

economic relations at the enterprises. In these conditions, the systems of internal cost-accounting

which were operating have begun to be curtailed at companies E, C and G. In a situation when
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the planned budget of the enterprise has to be recalculated several times a month, it has become

practically impossible in practice to transfer it to the subdivisions. It is possible to cope with

the problem in centralised conditions, but there is no way to do it at the subdivision level. The

position with the wage fund is the same.

It has to be emphasised that the senior administration of the enterprises have strengthened their

position as a result of broader economic processes in Russia. Some western researchers consider

that there aze only few changes in the position of middle management'o , but the data from our

reseazch shows that these managers aze the most likely group to challenge senior management,

mainly because of changes in the system of labour relations at the enterprise. Although the

position of the middle management differs between the case study enterprises, the main trends

are clear:

1. Firstly, they increasingly strive to gain economic independence and to transform their

divisions into independent enterprises. There are several reasons for this: firstly, a sharp

decline in the financial-economic situation of many processing and engineering

enterprises has occurred since the second half of 1991. Under these circumstance many

of the senior managers were forced to set departmental managers the goal of providing

finances both for their divisions and the enterprise as a whole, and gave them a certain

degree of independence to do this (for example, enterprises C, A and D). Many of the

divisional managers succeeded in coping with the situation and prevented their

workshops from standing idle, but having secured outside orders and reorganised the

work of their subdivisions, they resisted the idea of giving a considerable part of the

income earned to the enterprise budget, and of having the salaries of their employees

determined by senior management. In 1989-1991 many of the managers and some of

the subdivision specialists set up (or took part in setting up) co~peratives of different

types of small enterprises, both inside their subdivisions and outside. Secondly, seeing

how specialists from the sales department operate, they realise that in the present market

conditions they can sell their products without a special enterprise-wide service and

often more profitably than the sales department (for example enterprises C, D, E and

G).

Thirdly, there is no interest for a real specialist to work only as a line manager,

especially in comparison with hisliier western colleagues with whom slhe now has
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opportunities to deal, both in Russia and abroad. Managers of large departments have

clearly felt for a long time the shortcomings of their work simply as line managers with

limited authority; in present conditions, they have only administrative methods at their

disposal. The administrative superstructure becomes redundant and maintaining labour

and technological discipline becomes their main task. These latter factors become

meaningless in the present situation where the enterprises keep running at a completely

unsteady pace and increase their conflicts with subordinates (for example, enterprises

C, D, E and G).

2. Middle managers are usually younger and more ambitious than the senior ones. The

overwhelming majority have higher technical education in the sphere of their work

(usually a technological one) and because of their middle management position, they are

quite well-informed about many questions of the enterprise's operation.

3. They have learned to use their position in the management hierarchy of the enterprise:

in relation to the top management they proclaim to the Executive Board the opinions of

their workers, but in relation to the workforce they present themselves as the unwilling

conduits of senior management's orders. 1'hey constantly try to show their employees

that they are practically the same hired people as the workers and for this reason they

appear to be more trustworthy in the eyes of the employees than the top bosses.

4. In their understanding of privatisation and share holding, they are far ahead of their

employees and often deal personally with these question in their divisions. Many middle

managers have real plans to use the emerging mechanisms and elected management

structures of thejoint stock company to win a higher personal status in the management

hierarchy and more favourable working conditions and wages for their divisions (for

example, enterprises C, E and G). Our observations show that in the last one to three

years middle managers started perceiving themselves as a unified occupational group.

They also started undertaking certain organisational steps in this direction; for example

the creation of, departmental managers councils, clubs for managers, business clubs

where the main role is often played by departmental managers.
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The role of middle managers is critical to the transformation of Russian enterprises as they will

be responsible operationally for managing the change in systems of labour control. However,

as our research indicates, and other commentators confirm, at present there seems to be very

little incentive for middle managers to abandon their traditional dependence upon the workforce,

in fact in conditions of such uncertainty the workforce may provide middle management with

its best bulwark against senior managements' power."

Employment and Wages Policy

The majority of enterprises studied had to reduce the number of employees because of

considerable cutbacks in production. However, this has generally been done in an indirect way:

the majority of the employees at enterprise C were given unpaid holiday when they were

working a shortened week; at company B there was job rotation as well as personnel renewal;

at enterprise A wage funds were placed at the disposal of divisions for them to decide how

many employees they need. At the same time, the conditions for hiring new people were made

much stricter. As a result, at all the enterprises there is a growing feeling of anxiety connected

with mass workforce redundancies. Nevertheless, the majority of managers consider mass

redundancies in the years to come as unrealistic:

`... Mass redundancies could have been demanded by the external owners who

are interested only in increasing the profit. We don't have owners of this kind

at present and there will be none in the near future. As for the management, it

would not start this painful and unpleasant procedure of its own accord. They

would sooner introduce a shortened week (as it used to be). And transition to

joint stock company does not change anything, especially when the labour

collective has the control stocks.' (Deputy Economic Director).

Clarke et al explain this situation at the enterprises they study as a clear demonstration of the

paternalistic attitudes of Russian management.12 In our opinion it is opportunistic; in many

enterprises management adopt this policy not because they identify with their labour collectives

and consider themselves as responsible for the future of every employee, but simply because

it is a cheaper way (in both the moral and the material sense) of reducing labour. The example
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of enterprise C is typical: 6096 of workers who should have been dismissed as redundant in

April 1993 were put into an operational reserve and most of them did not return to the

enterprise. The most favourable situation is now observed at company D. Here labour turnover

has always been high (more than 304b a year) but the total number of employees was decreased

only slightly at the time of introducing the joint stock structures (89b during 1989-1991). But

later, the number of employees began to increase: by 157 people or 209'o in 1992, and there was

also a small increase in 1993.

There are some differences in the wages and salaries situation at the enterprises. These

differences would be much greater if the second sample of enterprises were included.

Unfortunately, the research in these enterprises was carried out at different times, so a strict

comparison is not possible in the labour payment situation, however, a qualitative comparison

is possible.

1. In 1992 and 1993 wage increases to all groups and categories of employees took place

in all the enterprises (almost every month). It was not necessary for workers or trade

unions to take any special action to secure this. Wages were increased on the initiative

of management with the sole aim of compensating for the constant growth of consumer

prices and thus retaining (in anticipation of a better future) the greater part of their

skilled workforce. However, no enterprise was able to succeed in this aim. Comparing

today's wages with those of 1988-89 (people usually make the comparison with these

years which was the last time the economic situation was relatively stable), we can see

that the prices of consumer goods for everyday use increased in 1990 on average by 2

times, in 1991 by 3.5 times, for 1992 by 26 times and for ten and a half months of

1993 by 7 times. ('The most probable figure for the whole of 1993 is around 10 times.)

So, to maintain the purchasing power of wages they would have to increase 7 fold in

1991, 180 fold in 1992 and 1800 fold to the end of 1993. Skilled workers at the case

study enterprises normally received 350-450 rubles per month in 1988-89; they received

3,000 rubles at the beginning of 1992; 35,000 to the middle of 1992; 85-90,000 at the

beginning of 1993 and 295-315,000 in the middle of 1993. Such figures were achieved

only at company E, enterprise C lagged behind these figures and much lower wages

were paid at companies A, B and D, (see Table 2 below).
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TABLE 2 Estimates of the Wage Level for High-skilled Workers of the Basic Trades at

Case Study Enterprises

(Thousand Rubles per Month)

Enterprise Beginning of

1992

Middle of

1992

Beginning of

1993

Middle of

1993

E 10.1 18.5 90.0 390.0

C 6.4 19.1 51.0 170.0

D 1.7 6.7 21.7

A 1.5 6.5 13.0 34.0

B 0.8 3.6 21.0 52.0

Comparing the wages with the monthly minimum consumer budget for a working man

13, it is clear that only the workers at E and C were able to provide for consumption at

the given level, not only for themselves but also for the members of their families. At

the rest of the enterprises, the employees were only able to provide for themselves.

2. In general, workers talk about take home pay. These figures take no account of

consumer goods or foodstuffs provided in the enterprise at a subsidised level, nor of

annual bonuses. It should be noted that total social income is not now calculated at any

of the case study enterprises; only the maintenance costs of the social sphere are taken

into account more or less. According to the calculations received, this sum amounts for

30-409ó of annual salary. If we also take into account barter trade operations with

foodstuffs and other goods conducted by the social service and the enterprise trade

union, then the total sums will amount to not less than a half of the official salary, (to

compare: in the 1970s social benefits in industry were about 15-20~0 of the worker's

total income from an enterprise).

3. It is necessary to note that constant salary and wage increases in 1991-93 were provided

by enterprise management, even though it destroyed any link between productivity and

wages. More significantly the link between wages and skills was broken so that the
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meaning of the terms `skill' and `qualification' became unclear. If it takes 10 years of

education to be a professional technologist or designer; 5-7 years to become a highly

skilled mechanic, but only 3-4 months to become a broker, and if the broker's income

is ten times higher than that of the designer or mechanic, then the prestige of real

qualifications falls to almost zero.

4. The management's aim to keep confidential what people receive as wages is clearly seen

at the majority of enterprises. A typical explanation is: "Let them stop looking in each

other's pockets, let them look into their own and think how to earn more!" Most

employees understand this action by management as an attempt to strengthen their own

power, to increase their own incomes and to weaken the unity both of the workers and

the other groups of employees. It is interesting that this attempt stimulates the

development of the contract system of hiring and payment, (first for the senior and

middle managers, then for specialists and next for some groups of workers), at the case

study enterprises. However, neither employees nor management understand the essence

of a contract, namely that there is mutual agreement between employee and employer.

So, at enterprise C for example, at the beginning of 1993 there was a campaign to

conclude contracts with all shop managers. It was done in the following way: specialists

from the labour department produced the text of the standard contract which was sent

to all shop managers with the opportunity to make comments and to sign. Only two or

three of them made any comment - the other 25 simply signed the standard text.

Subsequently, the general director signed all the contracts. There was no bargaining

with those who made comments which were simply left in files at the labour

department.

5. In the majority of case study enterprises manual labour is still rated higher than

qualified work; workers of the basic professions and the basic shops receive higher

salaries than the workers in auxiliary shops and services division. As before, the

stereotype is perpetuated that the one who directly participates in the manufacturing

process is more essential to an enterprise than, not only the metal workers, but also the

engineers, economists and managers in general.
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Contemporary management understands the need to change these stereotypes and take some

steps in this direction. Thus, at enterprise B, at the beginning of 1992 bonuses for qualified

labour were introduced and the seamstresses grades have been considerably raised. Now some

of the skilled workers receive wages comparable with shop managers. A uniform 18-grade wage

scale was introduced at company C in the autumn of 1993 and as a result the wages of workers

in the basic and auxiliary shops became almost equal. At enterprise A, the same result was

achieved by decentralising all wage issues to departmental level. It should be noted that these

ideas have started to penetrate the workers' collectives. Thus, the majority already agree that

line managers should receive a slightly higher salary than themselves. Nevertheless, when the

difference becomes 2 fold, it is immediately perceived as unjust. From this comes a natural

desire for workers to cut down managerial expenses and reduce the number of specialists who

are considered a burden on their work.

Trade Unions

The trade unions, which could have played a major role in the articulation of employees'

interests, now find themselves in deep crisis. They have been eliminated at companies B and

D, and at the other enterprises they have completely lost the trust of their members. In the latter

cases they have turned into something between a`consumer cooperative society' and a

department subordinated to the Deputy Director on social issues. This situation at enterprise

level is explained by the fact that the single trade union structure which existed in the former

Soviet Union has disintegrated, and the top trade union bodies have almost completely lost their

links with the branch organisations. Within the limits of this report it is not possible to discuss

the general situation of the trade union movement in Russia." In our view, the position of the

top trade union structures is more clearly visible at the regional, than at the national, level. The

Novosibirsk Regional Trade Union Federation (NRTUF) was created in February 1991. The

organising principle was that it was built 'bottom-up' from organisations on which the higher

levels were dependent. In the large unions, regional committees were created and in the small

unions, regional councils. NRTUF is an inter-branch coordinating body which produces only

recommendations or proposals, it has no power as such. The basic organisations keep 80 to 90

per cent of the income received from different sources, 10-20 per cent is given to their regional

committee and the latter gives part of this to NRTUF (today about 23~ of basic organisations'
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income.) One result is that the regional trade union is always on the verge of closure. At the

beginning of 1993, the membership of NRTUF was approximately 930 thousand blue and white

collar workers, and some 70 thousand students; this is 250 thousand less than in 1992, but the

total number of employees in the NRTUF branches of the region decreased by the same

amount. Only 55 thousand people left the trade union in 1992.

The NRTUF relations with the centre are based on the same principle as between the basic

organisation and the regional federation. The NRTUF is a member of the Federation of

Independent Trade Union of Russia (FITiJR), and the Chairman of NRTUF is included in the

FITUR Council. There are also 14 trade union associations in Novosibirsk that do not belong

to NRTUF. The largest are the trade union of railroad workers (approximately 150,000

members) and the former Minsredmash (about 35,000 members) which formerly belonged

directly to the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (AUCCTU). All the others

(including the Association of Socialist Trade Unions (Sotsprof) which was created in 1990) are

very small and do not have any influence on labour relations in the region or city of

Novosibirsk. The air-traffic controllers and pilots are confined to air transport. 's

The priority of the primary organisations proclaimed in 1990 by AUCCTU, is today the almost

complete separation of regional and central trade union organisation from the enterprises. As

a result, the top bodies lost the usual managerial levers and attended to purely administrative

work. This is not confined to the Novosibirsk region. The Chairman of the trade union

Committee of one of the largest Krasnoyarsk enterprises said in an interview:

... The Regional Committee is separated from the enterprises - they do not

come to us and do not involve us in any of their activities. They only do

administrative work and we stopped to sense them. It seems to be good - they

do not interfere with our work, but we got accustomed to relations and want to

receive from them help, prompting, organisational influence. As the result our

mine-metallurgy trade union separated from FITUR, and our relations with the

Regional Trade Union Committee became very shaky.'

Consequently, any significant and mass organisational work at the enterprise and regional levels

ceased, so the effectiveness of NRTUF activity is very weak: `... If we try to organise any
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significant common action, at most 3 per cent of peaple will participate, and 97 percent will

stay outside'. It would seem that in this situation there should be open discussion about the role,

functions and structure of the trade union in the period of transition to the market economy, but

there is no such discussion. The leader of NRTiJF explained this as follows: first, the main

trade union functions are known to the activists, but the main reason is that trade union leaders

themselves are not interested in such a discussion:

`... If this issue is discussed, the question will arise: who are the leaders of

enterprise trade unions, why aren't these people seen and heard, why do they

work mainly for the Director on social questions? And if the Chairman of the

Regional Committee would offer such a discussion with shop floor workers,

they would put so many question that he could not reply. But the people in the

trade union leadership are mainly the same. And why not - it is good to sit in

the regional committee or in the federation. We have set our own salaries. The

work is not too hard and there is practically no responsibility, but there is a car,

office, and invitations! What is the necessity to get involved?'

The relations between the NRTUF and enterprise management are complicated. On the one

side, when there is the need to press the government on issues, the management comes to the

regional trade union and proposes organising action. Nevertheless, when such action is

successful (as, for example, in the spring and summer of 1992), and the situation in the

enterprises is eased, the Directors at this moment begin to restrict their relations with trade

unions:

`... No director needs a strong trade union that could be a counterbalance to

him. And if one of the union leaders challenges the management, he will be

quickly isolated from the collective and his position taken away. And where

will he get afterwards? We are not strong enough to guarantee his defence:

Trade Union committee at the instrumental plant was defended, but at Vega the

conflict between the General Director and the Union Chairman ended with the

Director's win and we couldn't help him.'
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It is obvious that in this situation ordinary union members know little about the work of the top

union bodies. Little information comes from the regional committees , most of the material sent

to them by the regional structure stays in their offices because they and the chairman of the

primary organisation seldom meet. If a paper goes to the primary Trade Union committee

nobody from the shop floor will ever see it. The effectiveness of collective action decreased in

1993. In the summer months the FITLJR and its regional divisions prepared (for the autumn)

a series of mass protests against the policy of the President and Government. The special

Statement of the FITLJR Coordinating Committee on Collective Action (June 24) was issued

where it was noted that `the government of pragmatists' does not justify hope, that it chose a

very narrow way to fight inflation by salary limitation and restriction of the social programmes.

The main union demands where also included in this Statement:

1. enterprise productivity should be supported through the system of taxation, lending and

mutual accounting;

2. to compensate for unpaid wages taking the inflation rate for the delay period into

account;

3. to pass laws on the minimum income, payment system and the struggle against

corruption;

4. to regulate state prices on energy, some food products, medicines, housing and public

transport.

The Novosibirsk Federation also published the Statement (approved on 9 July), repeating these

four demands with the addition of tax relief on profit used for investment; credit defence

enterprises; a freeze on prices for energy, raw and basic materials; assistance for working

capital of production enterprises; protection measures for agricultural enterprises; long-term

credits for the reconstruction and development of the processing industry, for amelioration and

prepayment for agricultural products that are delivered to the State resources; and encouraging

investment. In conclusion, the Statement declared that if these demands were not met, NRTUF

Coordinating Committee on Collective Actions would begin to promote mass protest actions,

including strikes. This programme of collective actions planned by the trade union was not
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carried out because of the famous tragic events in October 3-5 in Moscow. But it is necessary

to note that the NRTUF leaders were not sure themselves that the actions planned would be

successful:

`... It seems that there are many ways to influence public opinion and different

powerful bodies. To gather, for example, 100 lorries and drive across the city

with lights and slogans - half the city population would see them; or to organise

a half hour traffic block on the main street; or to move agricultural machines

on the Novosibirsk-Barnaul motorway and stop traffic for half an hour. And to

proclaim - if nothing would be done to improve the situation, tomorrow we

close the motorway for two hours and then for the whole day. But these

measures will produce results only if people really support our actions and if

we proclaim that today we shall stop 10 enterprises, tomorrow 40 and then 100

and carry it out, the authorities would take account of us and the government

would bargain with us and fulfil their promises. But if we could not do this -

it would be the end and nobody would ever respect us again.

But we have no such firmness today. How to call on strike the workers from transport,

power stations, meat or chocolate factories if their wages are now 3-4 times more than

in the machine building industry? For so many years we have heard about workers'

solidarity, but now it is practically gone!'

The situation described here is not typical for all regions of Russia. Based on mass-media

reports and the views of specialists who study the workers' movement, it is clear that in coal

and oil regions the trade unions are much more integrated and influential. But, in those regions

where manufacturing industries are concentrated, the situation is very similar to Novosibirsk

or Krasnoyarsk.

The basic union organisations lack any central leadership, and try to develop their activity and

establish their place in the constantly changing system of labour relations in the enterprises.

Typically, the characteristic roles at an enterprise are as follows:
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1. Though the union is liquidated at some enterprises, there are no reasons for believing

that they will completely disappear. In the seven research enterprises, the trade union

was suspended only at two; at company B the green shoots of consciousness (both at

the `bottom' and `top' levels) that it was necessary to establish a new Trade Union

organisation started to grow about a year after the former union was dissolved. Workers

believe that it should represent their interests and be independent from management.

The managers think that the union should be a channel for discussing and resolving

problems of vital importance both for management and employees.

2. The majority of union members do not leave their organisations - numbers leaving were

not more than 1-23'o and often less than 13'0. In interviews we heard often the opinion

that many workers would leave the union if the deduction of subscriptions from wages

was changed: `... If people will pay union subscriptions themselves, they will see how

much they pay for nothing and resign.' This does not seem to be a convincing

argument. The union subscription for a worker, even of the most prosperous enterprise,

is equivalent to 1 or 2 bottles of vodka, and if anybody leaves the union they lose much

more than this.

3. There are significant changes in union functions at the enterprise. They no longer deal

with the mobilisation of workers to carry out production plans, and they have ceased

to distribute flats because none are built now and they have lost the social insurance

function (ie. sick leave payment). In 1991-92 the unions increased their commercial

activities, ( for example, barter deals and buying goods and food for resale to their

members), but in 1993 this slowed down. (`... If there are market conditions, lets pay

the full wage to the employees and let them spend this money as they wish and pay the

real prices!') Other unions gave this work to the management.

4. According to the changes made to the Labour Code, it is no longer necessary (since

1992) for the union to give consent to dismissals for disciplinary offenses, and trade

unions now detach themselves from individual dismissals.

5. Union meetings are diminishing - the labour collectives meet at most twice a year for

collective agreement conferences. The direct consequence is that workers' awareness
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of matters of enterprise and union organisation has decreased very significantly.

Enterprise newspapers do not improve this situation because workers do not read them.

6. Nobody at the enterprises, including the union leaders themselves, sees the union as an

organisation which defines, expresses and protects the employees' interests in opposition

to the employers. On the contrary, the idea that the Unions' highest value is the interest

not of its members, but that of the enterprise itself, or of a certain `common wealth',

prevails. It is very significant that the opinions of both managers and union leaders on

the question of what the trade union should be like are almost identical, whilst being

contrary to the opinions of the workers.

Such unity between union and management is a product of the soviet `State-managed'

society that existed for so many years. While enterprises were state property, it was

necessary to defend the interests of the labour collective against the state - from the

centrally determined tariffs and wage rates that did not permit normal labour payment

from prices imposed from above and from profits appropriated by the ministry which

prevented the enterprise from improving labour conditions. It was necessary for the

union to rally management and the Party organisation to secure any success in this fight

with the State. Today, the basis for this alliance has gone and inhibits the development

of a model of labour relations appropriate for the new conditions.

7. Generally the unions were quite heavily involved in the campaign for transformation

into joint stock companies which is now the only public structure which embraces the

whole workforce of the enterprise. Both the campaign and the subscriptions for

employee shares were organised by the union. One union leader was usually elected to

the Shareholders Council or the Board of Directors, (the latter is appointed for electing

the management body of the owners in the Joint Stock Company standard charter). But

at enterprise E, the trade union leaders went further. The labour collective chose the

second variant of transforming into Joint Stock Company, the workforce (management

included) bought 5191; of the shares of the initial capital for 1.7 of the nominal price

and created a special Partnership of E Employees to manage these shares as a single

block, and the Chairman of the Union Committee became the head of this Partnership.
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`... We formed this Partnership with the sole aim of protecting the interests of

employee-shareholders in the main issue - that their enterprise should work well, be

profitable, and they would receive high wages and not fear of losing jobs. And if this

is the main interest, the union has to lead in the Partnership and to participate in the

Council of Shareholders trying to implement the idea of real democracy at any rate in

the small part.'

8. Union members themselves have little idea of the nature of the trade unionism they

need. There is no belief in the former conception of a trade unions as a`school of

communism' but nobody tries to establish an organisation of another type which would

meet the requirements of its members. Trade unions will only be able to change when

this is fully understood by the members. As pointed out by the head of one of the shop

Union committees: `The trade union we now have at the enterprise is the one which is

needed by the employers!'

Tripartism and Labour Relations at National Level

The Decree of the Russian Federation's President "On Social Partnership and Labour Disputes

Resolving" formed the basis for the development of collaboration, not only between trade

unions and the management of enterprises, but also on more general levels. It is now necessary

to conclude national general agreements on social-economic problems and also branch and

regional agreements every year. The Federal, and some branch, Tripartite Commissions were

established at the end of 1991 and beginning of 1992 to develop and control these agreements.

In June 1992, of the 14 places in the Federal Commission occupied by the trade unions, FITUR

had 9 places, Sotsprof 3, independent Trade Unions of mine workers and air-traffic controllers

1 each. The activity of this Commission is, however, insignificant: much time has been spent

on organisational issues, and the implementation of decisions of the Commission is very limited.

For example, the Commission devoted 7 meetings over 2 months to develop the General

Tripartite Agreement for 1992, but at the beginning of 1993 it emerged that of 50 provisions,

only 15 were fulfilled completely and 14 partially, while the most important remained only on

paper. 16
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The three parties to the discussions are responsible for this poor performance. The trade unions

very often took conflicting positions; on many issues the FITUR position was directly opposite
to that of the new Trade Union associations. On the most significant social problems on the

agenda there was no quorum on the government side. The employers began to emerge as an
independent force from the end of the 1980s, when the Law on Co-operatives was adopted

(1987) which gave strong impulse to the new co-operative movement. The first associations of

co-operators and leasors also emerged at the end of the 1980s. In 1990-91 different

organisations of private entrepreneurs began to increase, and many of them joined the Business

Congress. At the beginning of 1992, the former Scientific-Industrial Union (formed in 1989)

was transformed into The Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE). In

November 1992 there was a decision to create an Association of Privatised and Private

Enterprises. But in the Federal Tripartite Commission the entrepreneurial organisations were

only partially represenied, and they participated in its work unevenly. Representatives of the

enterprise directors are generally in coalition with the FITUR and demand different privileges

for existing industry. On the other side, the representatives of financial, trade and mediation

groups often adopt opposing positions, and use their participation in the Commission for

personal publicity and prestige.

Since the summer of 1993 there has been some improvement in the work of the Commission:

issues are more fully elaborated, and outside specialists and consultants participate in its

meetings. The seminar "Social Partnership, Collective Bargaining and Privatisation" organised

in April by the ILO had a definite influence on the Commission.

The General Tripartite Agreement of 1993 shows more harmony. Its main goals are:

~ to prevent the fall in production, to strengthen the state influence on social-economic

stabilisation, to establish market relations and to develop labour and entrepreneurial

activity;

~ to implement an active employment policy;

~` to reduce the gap between the cost of living and the incomes of the population and to

develop the motivation of productive labour;

~` to provide labour and health protection at work and the ecological security of the

population.
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In the General Agreement there aze 7 basic sections:

1. economic stabilisation;

2. employment policy and labour market;

3. incomes and living standazds;

4. social protection of the population;

5. labour protection and ecological security;

6. development of the social partnership system;

7. general provisions (term of the agreement's control and fulfilment and the parties'

responsibilities).

However, the provisions of the agreement are very general or largely unrealisable.

Branch agreements are more traditional for Russian practice because of the branch structure of

production and Trade Union organisation that existed for many years. In production industries

in 1992 both sides intended to provide in these agreements guarantees for the production process

material supply, favourable credits, and to establish minimum wage levels above that guaranteed

by the State ". However, in 1993 the situation changed and with it these agreements. This is

illustrated by the example of the Agreement between the Central Council of the Trade Union

of Mine-metallurgy Industry, the Committee for Metallurgy and the Ministry of Labour (it was

signed on 15.2.93). This document looks more like a real agreement between relatively

independent partners than the former branch collective agreements which were largely formal.

First of all, the mutual obligations and responsibilities of the parties are specified: that is the

minimum guarantees approved by the Agreement to be incorporated into enterprise collective

agreements; the Committee on Metallurgy is to send to the Trade Union Central Council full

information on decisions of the Board of the Committee, on the social-economic situation and

the development of the branch; employers are to avoid unnecessary job reductions and consult

the Trade Union on all issues of reduction; and the Trade Union will not organise strikes on

issues covered by the Agreement if there is a positive solution. Beyond these obligations the

Agreement includes 8 other sections: labour relations (the role of the collective agreement is

defined and the Trade Union recognised as the representative of the employees); hours of work;

labour payment; pensions, rewards, privileges and compensations; vacations; employment;

labour safety; guarantees for Trade Union bodies and activities. All the provisions of this

Agreement are specific and establish uniform norms of labour relations for the industry.
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Tripartism and Collective Bargaining in Siberia

In Novosibirsk and Krasnoyarsk there are regional agreements. In Novosibirsk there were two

parties, the trade union and the regional government because an employers' organisation did not

exist in the region. The first regional agreement was signed in 1991, but in 1992 the

government refused to sign an agreement because of the unstable and uncertain economic

situation and the high rate of inflation, however, in July 1993 they decided to sign. The NRTLJF

took the initiative in developing this agreement, and their specialist wrote the draft which the

government representative signed without any additions to the agreement.

Alternatively, in Krasnoyarsk all three parties participated in negotiating the Regional

Agreement in March 1993. This Agreement had four sections. The first, Economic Stabilisation

and Social-Labour Relations, contains mutual obligations of the participants to support

enterprises that produce consumer goods and their production for regional needs; to improve

the food supply of the population and to help agricultural enterprises in their spring and autumn

operations; to collaborate with the reform strategy of the region and to decrease the social

tensions in the labour collective. The second section is devoted to the problem of minimising

unemployment: specifically to allocate special funds from the regional budget for the creation

of new jobs, the organisation of public works and unemployment benefit. It also provides a

procedure for relating the rate of redundancies to the level of unemployment in the region: it

is recommended to postpone redundancies for 1 month if unemployment is 3-S~o, and for 6

months if it is 113ó or more. The third section, Supporting the Standard of Life and Guarantee

of the Social Defence for Employees and Population, is very detailed. It provides for improving

the system of regional regulation of wages (incomes); developing a system of basic consumer

budgets for different groups of population and different subregions of the Krasnoyarsk region;

allocating special funds for improving the health of the working people and their children, for

social security and providing treatment and rest for the weakest groups of the population;

establishing a tax on organisations for education; providing expertise on labour conditions and

ecology for building, developing or reconstructing the enterprises; including collective

agreements and higher social guarantees for compensation in the case of accident or

occupational disease. It is also pointed out the parties demand for an increase in the tax

threshold, a decrease in the general level of profit tax in order to free from taxation those parts

of profit that will be spent on labour protection and ecological improvements. The final section
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concerns the fulfilment of the Agreement, the responsibilities of the parties to it and their duty

to inform each other and the regional population about it, and propose all the other Trade Union

and employers' associations to attach to this Agreement. It is stressed that all conflicts and

strikes on the problems included in this Agreement are forbidden while the conditions of the

Agreement are implemented.

Collective Bargaining at Enterprise Level

According to the present research no effective or stable bargaining systems have yet appeared

at enterprise level. The basic reason for the absence of negotiations is that the management's

power in the enterprises has definitely strengthened, but there is no influential opposing force

(in the person of a trade union or other organisation which would articulate employees'

interests). Nevertheless, some changes in the system of official relations between Trade Union

and administration are taking place at many enterprises.

The contents of the traditional enterprise collective agreement is changing so that the number

of sections and appendices have been drastically reduced. These now regulate only the issues

of wages, labour and health control, spending of the social development and consumption funds.

Gradually the details of productions tasks are disappearing from the collective agreement: `We

don't now write down the questions of where to install this particular machine tool'. On the

other hand, questions of wages are worked out in much greater detail than before. It is,

however, necessary to stress that at enterprises B and D, where there are no trade unions, the

wages depend much more on management decisions.

Collective agreements resemble more and more real agreements and not a mixture of

declarations and plans of the undertaking. The mutual obligations of the parties are detailed in

them.

The procedures for the elaboration of collective agreements are also beginning to change. From

our interview with the Chairman of company E's Trade Union Committee:
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`... Before, every year we drafted the structure of the collective agreement on the

previous year's pattern. The personnel department and other services prepared figures,

the draft was put to the conference where it was confirmed. Later nobody looked at this

document and its fulfilment was the only check before the next conference. Now

everything is quite different. We went to every big department and convened the Trade

Union activists (in workshop number 3, for example, there were 200 people) and

analyzed very carefully all the questions and remarks that came from the collectives.

The collectives decided what can be solved in the shop, what should be sent to the plant

level and what was simply far-fetched. Then in a special commission we discussed all

the details of those questions that were left for the top level. As a result only 309'0 of

the questions that we promoted have not been resolved because our enterprise had not

sufficient money. Now both employees and administration study the collective

agreement and keep it to hand for reference.'

At the same time, employees' interest in the collective agreements is declining. The discussion

at the workshop meetings and all-plant conferences became even more formalised and resolved

by mutual agreement. Thus at enterprise C, no sooner had the economic director told the

conference `Do not worry, you won't have a salary lower than now' than everybody

unanimously voted for the `raw' text of the agreement. On the whole, the collective agreement

still remains a formal document which can hardly be used to resolve any disputed questions in

court.

Labour Relations and Interests' Articulation

The unfavourable economic conditions intensify the differentiation of interests of different

groups of employees. We think it important to stress that the trade unions do not recognise this

differentiation and consider all employees to be a unified and non-contradictory community.

Formerly the myth of `socialist property' concealed the real control exercised by the State

bureaucracy. Traditionally the lines of division and conflict in the sphere of labour relations at

the enterprises were:

~ workers against managers at all levels, specialists and office workers;

~ the employees of production divisions (including the specialists and division managers)
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against the enterprise office;

~ all the employees in basic production against the auxiliary shops and service employees;

~ old service employees against the young and new employees;

The conflictive nature of these relations was concealed by the general conception of the `labour

collective', the superior administrative body which withdrew (legally or illegally) the profit

earned by an enterprise and played in this way, to use Marxist terminology, the role of exploiter

in relation to the enterprise. This State exploitation became very weak (but did not disappear)

after the disintegration of the command-administrative system and enterprises were transformed

into independent joint stock companies. This changed at once the content of all the former intra

enterprise divisions. Now the division between the top enterprise management and all the other

employees became the main division. The main divisions now are between senior management

and middle management and between workers and management.

Top management has achieved practically unlimited power at the enterprise; they pay little

attention to the growing tensions in relations with the base as they do not see any alternative

power centre in the enterprise. They are not afraid of it, nor do they need to be. In the past,

they were the initiators and moving power of all the changes in their enterprises, but not without

them: they occupied in the system of enterprise labour relations the position of the owners of

capital, who exploited the labour force. The fact that this capital is now joint stock does not

change anything. On the contrary, the paradox is that although holding less than a controlling

block of shares, the senior managers in practice hold all the power in the joint stock company.

For the most part, ordinary employees consider the shares of `their' enterprise as a kind of

savings-bank book, or even as a`loyalty certificate' and have only a vague idea about their

rights as shareholders (and about their rights in general). Nevertheless, it is significant that the

top management do not perceive themselves as exploiters; thus, strategies that would be rejected

by any western capitalists are considered acceptable by our top managers. This may change in

time, but at the moment they do not even feel it necessary to present annual reports to their

`shareholders'.

As for middle managers, they all face a hard choice today. Firstly, to force their way into the

`high league' of the joint stock capital's managers, however, the small amount cf shares

possessed is, of course, insufficient for this but the place that they occupy in the management
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relations structure, their commercial experience, formal and informal links inside and outside

the enterprise, solidarity with the other managers and influence on the workers, give them good

opportunities to force their way if they should choose. Alternatively, the second approach is to

leave the `playing field' and to become the pure manager, the channel of the top level's

commands to the shop floor, losing forever the former cosy position of the social alibi. The

majority of managers choose the first and this dooms them to tactical opposition to the `high

league' into which they want to force their way.

The position of workers has changed radically: their standard of living is lower, they have lost

wages and additional income possibilities in compazison to the senior management and some

services; their interest in the work has been lost to a large degree. They aze afraid, (at some of

the enterprises they aze under the pressure), of reduced production; the administration treats

them more strictly (`And if you don't like it, you may leave!'). The main change is that they

have lost their hegemonic status and are discovering at last their real status as hired workers.

The real understanding of this fact is very painful for them.

Changes in the positions of the other social and professional groups aze played out in the power

field of the enterprise.

~` The status of the Enterprise Office Employees has considerably changed and in

different directions. The greatest losers are engineers: their high, but very nazrow,

specialised qualification is not in demand now and not valued; very often it is very

difficult for them to find a job and additional earnings somewhere else. On the contrary,

the status of economic and commercial services has become noticeably higher.

~` Older employees who used to be quite secure are now considered to be one of the most

insecure. It is much more difficult for them to adapt to the new conditions,

requirements and norms of life and work; the idea of private property as well as the

principles of economic independence are alien to them; they are the first to be laid off

and they cannot hope for a new place; they are the ones who found themselves

unprotected from management when the party committees were dissolved and the

traditional trade unions found themselves in deep crisis. That is why the majority of

them are psychologically distressed, afraid for their future and frightened of

privatisation and in general, any changes at the enterprise.
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~ Unskilled young peaple have always had a bad position in the enterprise. Now their

position is becoming even worse. As before they are mostly involved in unskilled and

less well paid work and as their needs are greater and they are worse provided for than

people of average age, they feel more strongly than others about the lack of salary. As

for their earning somewhere else, they often do not have the necessary qualifications.

The possibilities of studying and improving their qualifications have become noticeably

worse; they lost their organisation (the Young Communist League) which did something

to protect their interests in the past. On the other hand those young workers and

specialists whose skills are defined no so much by experience as by education, (for

example, programmers, adjusters of complicated equipment), have raised their status

at the enterprise. This is reflected in their relatively greater readiness for change and

the fact that some of them leave for commerce.

Overall, it should be stressed that the dependence of ordinary employees on the management

has sharply increased. In the past they could express and protect their interests through the

enterprise organisations, the Trade Unions, the Communist Party, the Young Communist

League and Councils of the Labour Collectives (CLCs). The Party and Young Communist

league organisations have been liquidated. In the seven enterprises studied at the beginning of

our research there were CLCs in only four, enterprises, F, C, G and D. But when enterprises

were transformed into joint stock companies the CLCs at companies C and G were dissolved

and at enterprise D it was reconstructed into the Production (Enterprise) Council. This Council

signed the collective agreement on behalf of the staff. Its main task is to `maintain civil peace

at the enterprise', but its authority at the enterprise is very low. It is threatened by workers,

specialists and lower and middle managers in the same way as the trade union, which was

earlier dissolved. The most active workers and middle-managers of the enterprises F and C

expressed some hope for the articulation and protection of their interests through participation

in electing management bodies of Joint Stock Companies, including `The Employees'

Partnership'. However, so far, this institution does not work and only the future will show what

will come of it. At enterprise B, for example, the Enterprise Council elected by the employees-

shareholders, in reality fulfils the functions of the absent trade union. The examples of

companies A and D show that if any group has the possibility to use such bodies for their

interests' articulation, it is mainly middle management.
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